Abstract-Leakage detection is a common chemical-sensing application. Leakage detection by thresholds on a single sensor signal suffers from important drawbacks when sensors show drift effects or when they are affected by other long-term cross sensitivities. In this paper, we present an adaptive method based on a recursive dynamic principal component analysis (RDPCA) algorithm that models the relationships between the sensors in the array and their past history. In normal conditions, a certain variance distribution characterizes sensor signals, however, in the presence of a new source of variance the PCA decomposition changes drastically. In order to prevent the influence of sensor drift, the model is adaptive, and it is calculated in a recursive manner with minimum computational effort. The behavior of this technique is studied with synthetic and real signals arising by oil vapor leakages in an air compressor. Results clearly demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A number of chemical-sensing applications can be classified as detection or alarm problems. These include a wide range of application paradigms covering from standard leveltriggered alarms (e.g., detection) or quality control (e.g., detection of contamination in kegs by residuals of paints, fuels, or oils) to more complex alarm mechanisms involving more advanced signal processing, e.g., fire alarms [1] , or even sensor readout history, like in alarm generation [2] . Particularly, in some high pressure air industrial applications, it is necessary to maintain a level of quality in the line. Some of these applications include pharmaceutical industry, food industry, or hospitals. Residual oil content of compressed air in food (mineral water, ice cream production, etc.) and pharmaceutical applications must be monitored and kept to the lowest levels for the customer protection. Unfortunately, it is likely for an air compressor to deliver oil contents to the pressure line, provoking a Manuscript received December 16, 2004 ; revised February 20, 2005 . This work was supported by the European Union, IST-1999-10579. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Ralph Etienne-Cummings.
A. Perera nondesired contamination of the rest of equipments that use that pressure for their regular daily work. This oil delivery is prevented by a proper filter installed in the pressure delivery outlet, protecting the line. However, in some circumstances, a breakage of the filter can occur, delivering oil content and producing the contamination of the line. In these kinds of applications, some technology for air quality monitoring would be convenient in order to check filter health. Smart gas sensor arrays (also known referred as electronic noses) are suitable to be used for sensing air quality in high pressure lines. This application favors an online analysis and monitoring approach that allows for continuous sensing of the correct functioning of protection filters. A gas sensor array-based system will provide an alarm as soon as filter malfunctioning is detected. In this case, abnormal functioning can be considered as a strange deviation of the chemical composition of the line pressure. The time elapsed since the failure is produced until the line is closed determines the degree of contamination of the line, thus, the cost of the line decontamination.
The sensor prototypes tested in this work (namely CMOSSens) were developed by ETH (Zurich, Switzerland) under the CMOSSens European project IST-1999-10 579. This project aimed the development and characterization of CMOSbased micro-hotplate gas sensors for different applications. One of the different target applications within this project was the early detection of separators breakages and aging in air pressure lines. CMOSSens technology integrates CMOS circuitry with a metal-oxide integrated sensors. Sensing layers were deposited on a micro-machined membrane providing thermal isolation from the CMOS circuitry. This sensor offers a low power consumption, on-board signal acquisition, a digital control for the temperature of the heater and on-board tests. A more detailed description of this device is given in Section III-B.
Although semiconductor-based sensors have good sensitivity for air quality applications, they may suffer from severe drift. This lack of stability leads to poor reproducibility of the sensor responses with time [3] , [4] and might be considered a major drawback for industrial metal-oxide sensor-based products. A variety of different methods have been proposed for drift correction, the most efficient based on periodic recalibration of the model [5] , [6] . However, periodic recalibration yields to a strong cost impact, which motivated research for alternative signal processing solutions, e.g., techniques based on adaptive classifiers using self-organizing maps [7] - [11] .
For the case of oil content detection in high pressure lines, the main goal can be more clearly stated as chemical event detection
1530-437X/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE rather than a classification or regression problem. Under this perspective, different novelty detection algorithms developed in other areas (see [12] and [13] ) could be applied to chemical sensor arrays or electronic nose.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive algorithm based on the dynamic principal component analysis that models both the temporal evolution of the sensors and the interdependence of the different sensors within the array. The variance analysis nature of the algorithm permits an easy detection of new chemical components appearing in the dynamic head-space; the adaptive nature of the algorithm provides drift rejection to the detection.
The following content is structured as follows. First, a theoretical introduction of the methods and tools applied in this work is presented in Section II. Section III provides a description of the experimental setup. In Section IV, a description of the algorithmic solutions proposed in this paper is given, and, finally, in Section V, results are given for synthetic and experimental data for the application.
II. THEORY
Event-detection, change-detection, and fault-detection algorithms are heavily based on adaptive filtering theory. Adaptive filters are widely used in telecommunications, control systems, radar systems, and, in other systems, where minimal information is available about the incoming signal. These applications can be classified as covering the following categories. [14] .
• State estimation: Tools like Kalman filters provide linear state estimators that can be used to speed up the response after disturbances and abrupt state changes, usually found in navigation and target tracking applications • Fault detection: Change detectors play the role of locating the fault occurrence in time and trigger quick alarm. After an alarm is triggered, a further step is given in order to isolate the fault. This second step is commonly known as diagnosis The design of this kind of systems usually consists of the following steps: 1) modeling signal or system; 2) implementing the algorithm; 3) tuning the algorithm with respect to certain evaluation criteria, either using real or simulated data.
A. Univariate Statistical Monitoring
Statistical process monitoring (SPM) is generally defined as the use of statistical methods for monitoring systems and improve process quality and productivity and have been applied in the chemical process industries.
The most basic form of process monitoring is found in the case of a single variable to be monitored. In this case, usually a threshold define the boundaries of normal operation and a violation of any of these limits would indicate a fault. Typical control charts like cumulative sum (CUSUM), exponential weighted moving average (EWMA), or Shewhart charts (see Fig. 1 ) are used in univariate monitoring (see [15] - [17] and references therein). These methods are sometimes referred as limit sensing [18] and limit value checking [19] .
The correct values of the control limits on Fig. 1 are critical in order to minimize the rate of false alarms [false positives (FPs)] and the rate of nondetected events (false negatives). A FP is an indication of an event or fault when this has not actually occurred, whereas a false negative is obviously when the event or fault is not detected but has occurred. There is a clear tradeoff between minimizing both rates. Tight limits for these variables results in a high FP rate. Wide limits results in a high false negative rate.
However, Shewhart charts may not provide adequate false alarm and missed detection rates. Commonly, robustness is improved by employing measures that incorporate observations from multiple consecutive time samples. To this category belongs CUMSUM methods and EWMA charts (see [20] - [22] ).
B. Receiver Operating Characteristic as a Detector Optimization Tool
To optimize the detector, the total loss is minimized taking into account the different errors and their cost. Errors may be produced by both, either undetected events (false negatives) or when normal (nonfault) conditions trigger positive detections (FP). The cost of an error in the algorithm is, in fact, stated by the manufacturer or by the final user. Without prior knowledge of error cost figures, the detection performance can be quantified as the rate of the false negatives against the true positives (TPs) as a given parameter is modified in the detector (e.g., sweep the trigger level). Once this chart is generated, final users select the appropriate level of triggering depending on its fault costs. These charts are known as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [23] - [25] ).
ROC plots are computed as follows, a given trigger level is defined for the output of a given detector. The number of FPs (event captured in absence of real event) and the number of TPs (events captured when a real event is produced) is computed for that particular trigger level. The plot is then constructed by plotting TP (in axis) against FP (in axis) for different trigger levels of the detector (see Fig. 2) . For low trigger level values, most of real events are correctly captured , but a considerable number of FPs is generated . On the other side, for high trigger level values, a few number of false events are triggered , but the efficiency of capturing real events is decreased as well . The optimum ideal filter would present zero FPs and 100% of TPs. As a general rule a better filter is the one that presents the more convex curve closer to the upper-left corner. A detector that does not provide discrimination would draw a diagonal curve from bottom-left to upper-right coordinates.
In our case, the design strategy is based on the optimization of the ROC curve independently of considerations about the trigger level. 
C. Multivariate Event Detection
For the CMOSSens project, and for general applications with gas sensor arrays, event detection is done not with univariate signals but within a multivariate approach. In this case, we need a processing stage that converts a multivariate time-signal to a univariate time-signal. All methods to convert multivariate to univariate signals will be compared via ROC plots, being this plots the quality measure from now on.
Multivariate control charts generate a common parameter or statistic from the set of features observed. Several types of multivariate processing have been reviewed in the literature [15] , [26] . Multivariate versions of CUSUM [27] , [28] and EWMA for multivariate control have been proposed [29] . Other approaches consists of time-series analysis [30] and are based on model identification approaches, usually by applying an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model, and performing one step-ahead predictions which are compared with the next measurement. The extension to multivariate environments is complex to implement and validate [31] . Alternatively, the parameters of a recursively computed model can be monitored instead of the prediction error. This last approach is rather framed as recursive system identification.
On the other hand, variance-based models like principal components analysis (PCA) have been also extensively used for real industrial applications. Some companies like DuPont and others have been applying PCA in real environments over the last years (see [12] ). A number of applications and studies are using PCA-based statistics for disturbance detection. The most common procedures found are employing the residuals value or the Hotelling's statistics for change detection. The expression for the Hotelling statistics is as follows: (1) where are the loading vectors corresponding to the first principal components, and is the incoming observation. This statistic is actually measuring how far away is the incoming observation to the data distribution within the PCA, or main variance plane. An alternative approach is to compute the residual of the incoming sample, defined as where (2) where is measuring the distance of the incoming observation to the PCA plane. Note that once we have these statistics, we have reduced the multivariate event detection problem to univariate detection problem over or .
Given an order of the variance decomposition a threshold can be computed for (1), which states as (3) where is the upper critical point of the F-distribution with and degrees of freedom. A similar threshold can be defined for the residuals [32] . These limits represent a boundary on the normal process behavior, so when an incoming observation presents higher values than and , a fault is considered to happen. Note that and consider two orthogonal subspaces. An increase in can be interpreted as an anomalous increase in the main normal source of variance of the model, while an increase in can be interpreted as the introduction of and additional source of variance.
Some authors use a modification to PCA called dynamic principal component analysis where the dynamics of the observations are included in the model [13] , [33] , this will be introduced in Section IV-C.
III. RESIDUAL OIL DETECTOR
Among the different goal applications within this project, residual oil detector/analyzer (ROD or ROA) was focused on the early detection of separator breakages and aging. The use of CMOSSens technology would permit the integration of a sensor array in the same IC and fast temperature modulation over the sensing material. However, CMOSSens sensor structure can not measure at the nominal pressure found in these applications (typically, from 0.4 to 1.3 MPa). The proposed approach was to perform a pressure reduction by means of a capillary. Although this introduces a delay in the expected chemical signal, this delay is found to be only of few seconds. More detail on the experimental setup is given in Section III-A.
The goal of this section is to design a detector for the appearance of new components into the air line (i.e., oil content) while no responding to the normal behavior of the sensor array (i.e., at changes in humidity and temperature).
A. Experimental Setup
Empirical data for ROA development was recorded at IPC installations (Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany) with an experimental setup that involved screw-type compressor (Kaeser SM11) conveniently modified. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 including the compressor, oil separator and sensor equipment. The sensor chamber is placed after two parallel stainless steel capillaries of five meter length and an inner diameter of 180 m. These capillaries reduce the 700 kPa and generate a flow of 50 ml/min. The maximum overpressure found after the this reduction is of 50 Pa. This flow reaches the sensor chambers that hold four commercial sensors (FIGARO) and three different sensors featuring CMOSSens sensing layers with different dopands, named S1, S2, S3. A by-pass valve was mounted in parallel to the oil separator, as shown in Fig. 3 . The compressor generates 700-kPa overpressure and delivers a flow of 1 m /min.
The sampling frequency for each sensor readout is established to 5 s. The MOX sensor chamber is followed by commercial sensors for temperature, humidity (Testo 601) and flow (Sensirion AFM1400). Hydrocarbons level is measured by a Flame Ionization Detector (FID) detector. Unfortunately, the sensitivities of the sensors were quite higher than the sensitivity of the FID and finally this measurement could not be used as reference. Additionally, a pressure gauge is installed downstream the oil separator bypass. The setup is done in such a way that permits the enforced and controlled contamination of the pressure line. This is achieved by a bypass valve shown on the upper left side in Fig. 3 . This valve permits the introduction of controlled oil doses into the main air flow. The maximum oil dose is around 150 mg/m , the minimum dose corresponded to the one valve turn, corresponding to a minimum value of 30 mg/m . Unfortunately, valve was not able to provide accurate and reproducible oil doses, yielding to nonrepetitive injections that ranged from 34 to 75 mg/m in some doses. However, the typical dose provided with a single valve turn corresponded approximately to a quantity of oil of 35 mg/m . A new oil separator provides a purity better than 3 mg/m . For proper operation within the lifetime of the separator, this value should not rise above 30 mg/m (the experimental setup, application, and data has been previously described elsewhere [34] - [36] ).
Two kinds of events are expected: slow events (e.g., filter degradation) and fast events (e.g., a filter breakthrough). Symmetrically, two kind of noises can appear in the experiment development: slow interferences (e.g., due to sensor drift) and fast interferences (water drops, CO traces, etc.). CO interferents could be introduced in the system through the air intake of the compressor. In this case, carbon monoxide would be an interference since sensing materials used in this experimental setup were highly optimized for CO sensing. A first examination of the sensor signals showed clear drift effects partly correlated with temperature. Signals also show some spikes and continuous sensor readout oscillations that were attributed to water drops at the end of the capillary. These signal variations are a potential source of noise that could mask oil leakages. Our initial development has been directed to the detection of small time constant events like filter breakthroughs while rejecting normal disturbances and drifts.
B. CMOSSens Sensor
CMOS-based technology offers small size, low power consumption, low costs for mass production. There have been several efforts in order to develop chemical sensors integrated with CMOS technology (see [37] and [38] for general references). The CMOSSens sensor is also an effort in this direction. Metal-oxide sensor combined with CMOS technology offers limited power consumption, on-board signal acquisition, a digital control for the temperature of the heater and on-board tests (the sensor was design at the Eidgenössische Technisiche Hochschule Zürich, ETHZ, Switzerland; see [39] - [41] for further details). Metal-oxide sensing technology is not compatible with the CMOS technological process. A substantial effort has been done within the CMOSSens project in order to make both technologies compatible.
A version of the CMOS Sensor is shown in Fig. 4 . The dielectric membrane is about 500 500 m in size with a heated area of 300 300 m . This membrane was built by anisotropic KOH back-etching. The Si island structure was realized under the heater by electrochemical etch stop. Although different geometries were designed and tested by ETHZ, the final version had a strong circular symmetry. The heater is build with the resistive polycrystalline layer. The sensor achieves a maximum temperature of 400 C at a 5.5-V supply voltage. The oxidation of the aluminum electrodes during the annealing was prevented by an additional metal layer in interface mode, and different metals were tested for this use (Au, Rh, and Pt). The metal-oxide sensing layer was optimized for CO measurements by IPC at University of Tübingen.
The CMOS Sensor contains a temperature control of the membrane. Analog and digital control versions were designed at ETHZ. The digitally controlled version was the prototype used in this paper.
IV. DATA EVALUATION METHODS
The problem statement can be formulated as the detection of changes in the chemical composition of a target atmosphere in such a way that long term drift does not influence the performance of the device.
A sensor array is in fact a transducer that provides a transformation where a map is done from the number of chemical species and temperature ( , T) onto a higher dimensionality space given by the number of features extracted from the sensors ( , in general ). The sensor array will respond to a number of components in the input. Ideally, if we assume that the sensor array responds linearly to the chemical spices concentration, the number of different sources of variance in the input space (chemicals, temperature, and humidity) will be structurally reflected in the data distribution at the output of the sensor array. For instance, variations in only two components within the , T, HR set will produce a distribution in the feature space of only two components of variance. This distribution will obviously form a two-dimensional (2-D) subspace in feature space.
The combined effect of the nonlinearity of the gas sensor responses, and the noise influence in the system, will produce an increase to a higher order of variance distribution of the data acquired. However, this effect on the sensor array extracted features can be assumed small if the variations of temperature and humidity and the variations in the chemical composition of the head-space are assumed locally small. On the other hand, gas sensor drift will have a different effect on the distribution of the data in feature space. In our example with a variation of only two components, the 2-D cloud in feature space will evolve. This evolution produces changes in both, the mean position of the samples distribution in this subspace (as drift affects the baseline and response to a given chemical) and the orientation of this subspace (as the sensibility of the sensor array is also modified by drift effects).
A practical consequence of sensor drift is that practically invalidates any response level-based trigger detector for long term operation. We propose an approach for the detection of new chemicals based on an adaptive variance analysis, namely recursive dynamic principal component analysis (RDPCA). We will compare the performance of this method with evolving window factor analysis (EWFA), static PCA and sensor trigger level, and its behavior under heavy drift conditions will be explored. All three are methods based on building a variance model of a given data. EWFA is focused on detecting a change in the model whereas PCA and RDPCA are both based on a change in the residuals of new data with respect of a previously computed model. The three approaches are shown schematically in Fig. 5 .
A. Static Principal Component Analysis
In the simplest case, we want to model the signal variance in normal operation with a static PCA model. A model estimation period is defined and this model is used in a later time to detect the presence of an event. The event will be revealed by an increase in the residual of the model as found in (2) . However, an important problem of static PCA models is that of sensors drift. The detector will be immune to sensors drift only if the later is contained in the PCA subspace. If drift makes the feature vector to leave this plane, the model may consider this is due to a leakage, generating a false alarm.
A more robust approach to event detection would make use of adaptive models. These models may follow slow variations on sensor behavior either in the mean sensor values but also in the sensor sensitivity to environmental changes. The adaptive character is given by the way these algorithms are trained. Usually, the model is built on a data structure that contains the last history of observations. This is actually a moving time-window. We have tested two adaptive models, both based on variance analysis: EWFA and RDPCA which are discussed in the following sections.
B. Evolving Window Factor Analysis
EWFA has its roots on the Meader's evolving factor analysis (EFA), see [42] and [43] . However, in EWFA, a fixed-size moving window instead of an increasing size window is used. In this case, the dataset is formed as , where is a column vector containing the feature readouts of our sensor array at a time , and is the length of the sliding window. The algorithm works by building a variance decomposition of the data among the last samples [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The variance decomposition is computed in a similar way to PCA technique, where information considered for event detection are the values of the eigenvalues. The particular eigenvalue to use as a detector signal is determined by the one that provides with the best ROC plot. We have not considered in the current research state to have switching eigenvalues for event detection. In principle, normal operation conditions will be contained in a subspace of dimension being the number of features. We assume that the size of this subspace is not a function of time. Then, an increase in the component may indicate the presence of an event. EWFA can be considered as a drift robust model since although the eigenvectors will adapt with time, the detection is based on Eigenvalues but not in the eigenvectors.
C. Recursive Dynamic Principal Component Analysis
Some authors, in applications for fault detection, suggest that the application of classical multivariate statistical process control might be complicated because the process data exhibits large amounts of normal variation that can be reflected in either mean or covariance deviations [44] . This case is similar for gas sensor arrays data, where baseline and calibration curves drift with time. The author proposes a model update by means of a moving window PCA. We propose a similar approach, RDPCA consisting in a variance-based sliding window method with two main differences from EWFA. First, the variance model in RDPCA does not only consider feature covariances in the last sliding window samples but also the covariance between a given feature and its past readouts. Second, detection is based on the residuals of the incoming sample instead of the eigenvalues of the variance decomposition. The first difference drops the assumption that the observations at one time instant are statistically independent to observations at past time instances. The second variance implies a speedup of the detection process with respect to EWFA. This algorithm is based on a method known as dynamic PCA (DPCA) [13] , [33] , where the statistical independence of the observations with past instances is equally no assumed. Also, similar techniques are seen in literature, like singular spectrum analysis [45] .
RDPCA uses the last samples for building a dynamic variance model, where the input data matrix is built as follows:
where is a -dimensional observation vector at time , is the total number of consecutive past observations in the training set and the integer is the number of delays or lags, as referred in [33] . Note that the adaptive version of PCA is retrieved with . Once the model is built, the normalized residuals , as shown in (5) (5) where and are computed at each sample as shown previously. The quality of the detector is the evaluated via ROC analysis. The use of -based statistics is justified as we pretend the detection of new sources of variance as opposite to an abnormal deviation within the normal evolution (variance) of the process. For the application shown in this paper, speed of detection is an important design constraint. This fact justifies the selection of the residuals instead of eigenvalues as the speed of the detection is expected to be faster using the residuals as a basis for the detection. Note that, in this case, the normalization value for , is also updated at each iteration as the variance model is also updated at each iteration.
The total number of observations and the number of lags or delays are the two main parameters that define a detector based on RDPCA. It is necessary to estimate the optimal value of these parameters to model correctly the multivariate signal dynamics, and later on, as in standard PCA, it is necessary to decide on the number of principal components. A method to determine the optimal number of lags is described in [13] . Basically, the method is based on a sequential increase of the number of delays until the number of significant principal components is stabilized. For every number of delays, the number of principal components (PCs) can be determined by cross-validation. For a given RDPCA detector these two parameters are optimized via ROC plots.
V. RESULTS
The type of the event will have a clear effect on the performance of any adaptive detector. Mainly, the intensity and the time constants of the events produced will result in different functioning of the detector. Unfortunately, this is not possible with the experimental setup described above for two reasons. First, it is difficult to generate the data needed for constructing ROC plots for real data. In order to have significant statistics for the TPs with a resolution of about 1%, we will need at least one hundred of real events in order to compute the corresponding ROC plot. On the other hand, although it is possible to produce events with different intensities, it is not possible to enforce different time constants at the same event intensity with the experimental setup described above.
These two facts suggest the use of simulations in order to be able to validate the signal processing. In this section we will characterize the effect of the event shape (time constant and intensity) for RDPCA. The next Section VI will cover the final optimization of the RDPCA detector by modeling real oil dose events. Fig. 6 shows 12 h of acquisition with three sensors with sensitive layers S1, S2, and S3 and 4 FIGARO commercial sensors for reference as described in Section III-A. The evolution of the signals show two separate effects. On one hand, a slightly drift of the sensors produce an increasing change in the mean of the data. On the other hand, relatively small sudden changes can be seen within the data. It is believed that these are due to small changes in conditions of temperature and humidity. In particular, sudden drops in the sensor resistance were attributed to the appearance of water drops in the sensor chamber.
A. Event Type Characterization
In order to explore the behavior of RDPCA under different time constants, virtual events are generated and merged, in and additive form, with data acquired experimentally. These events are in the following form: (6) where is the intensity of the event, is the time constant of the event and is the sensibility of the sensor, which varies randomly for each sensor and event within the range , where is the sensor variance (here this has been computed over a 12-h period). This implies that events with intensity smaller than will be difficult to detect since they are on the order of magnitude of the sensor variability under normal conditions. An example of a single virtual event is shown in Fig. 6 . The virtual event is pointed out with a vertical line. This event is generated as described in (6) with an intensity and s. In this analysis, we have processed the resistance signals so events are characterized by a decrease of the signals.
For ROC computations, the test bed of events are generated by distributing 120 synthetic events among the waveform as in (6) . The distribution of the events is random yet nonoverlapping.
Static principal component analysis, RDPCA and EWFA has been applied to the resulting dataset. The ROC obtained is shown in Fig. 7 . The first thing to notice is that at this level of event intensity, static PCA provides no discriminant information, following closely the ROC diagonal, whereas RDPCA makes a better job. The lack of performance of the static algorithm is probably related to the fact that the events generated are of very low intensity and to the fact that as the method does not adapt, residuals present a stair-like evolution instead of presenting peaks when an event occurs. RDPCA also provides better performance than EWFA. In this particular case, the second and third EWFA eigenvalues are providing best performance in different zones of the ROC plot while the first and the fourth are not providing any discrimination. For any of the orders of EWFA, RDPCA provides better and more stable performance.
A detail on the comparison of the results for both RDPCA and EWFA algorithms are shown in Fig. 8 (EWFA signal is the corresponding to the best performance eigenvalue ). This figure shows clearly that many events are missed by the EWFA (third eigenvalue) while they are detected by RDPCA. The later shows up a more responsive behavior and detects the events regularly along the duration of the experiment.
A sweep in event intensities shows that the RDPCA performs best as event intensity increases, as expected. Fig. 9 shows a growing intensity event. It is interesting to note that even for event generated with very low intensity ( times the variance of the sensor) are perceived by the detector. However, intensities bigger than 0.2 start to be statistically meaningful.
In Fig. 10 , we show the ROC curves obtained for events of different time constants. In this case there exists a characteristic event, in terms of time constant, that is optimally captured by the detector. The parameters of the detector were set to , s. Events with characteristic times bigger than 145 s would not be captured with optimal performance by the detector, as the filter would "adapt" to the event signal. This effect can be seen as the number of TPs fails to reach similar TP values for faster events. In this case, threshold parameters strongly depends on the filter design and should be customized in the concrete application with the help of the final user.
Finally, we tested the algorithm with three real oil events. The results are not indicative as the dose of oil was obviously high but is is included as example. Results are shown in Fig. 11 . It is noticeable that the detector produces a strong and short signal as soon as the sensor array starts to respond.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL DATA RESULTS
For a good tuning of the detector, it is necessary to have access to long term signals with a considerable amount of oil events. We have seen that the type of the event determines the optimization of the detector. Unfortunately, the available data containing events is measured in segments and are not suitable for a statistical approach to this problem. In addition, data available with generated doses is not sufficient to optimize the RDPCA procedure.
Due to this problem, a multivariate auto-regressive exogenous (ARX) sensor array model was build from real signals that contained real events measured at IPC [46] . This model took into account the cross-relation within the sensors and its dynamic behavior in presence of an oil dose. A description for building accurate and simplified models of complex systems is given in [47] and for modeling gas sensor arrays in [48] . With help of MATLAB processing software an ARX model as described in [46] was built. The input of the system ; represent the oil dose profile, ; are noncontrolled disturbances over the system and the outputs ; are the readouts evolution of the three sensor array (S1, S2, and S3) existing in the setup, as described in Section III-A.
The dataset used for building the model is the shown in Fig. 12 . In this dataset we find four oil doses corresponding to 60, 90, 120, and 150 mg/m . The data has been de-trended (extracting the mean defined by a spline crossing time 0, 380, 800, and 1400 min) prior to building the model. Artificially generated drift will be added on the generated signal later on in order to validate the method.
We found that the model presented a good correspondence with data provided by IPC by choosing and for the ARX model shown in (7) (7) where s. Each is a 3 3 matrix as we model a three sensors matrix. Each is a three-dimensional column vector as is unidimensional. Once the model is computed we can regenerate the three sensor array signal by adding white noise as a perturbation into the system. Artificial events are controlled by the profiles contained in , in expression (8) . The results and comparison of the generated data against real sensor array data can be found in Fig. 13 (8)
Once the model was built, we were able to generate streams of data containing any required amount of events. One example of a stream generation for a 30-mg dose is shown in Fig. 14, a detail of the signal is also shown in Fig. 15 .
Although this model reproduces qualitatively the behavior of the sensor array, it is only a coarse model that provides a linear approximation to a nonlinear system. Nevertheless, the model will permit the generation of long term data and provide qualitative and informative results.
The output of a realization of the model is shown in Fig. 14 . The virtual oil doses are generated evenly each four and a half hours. Data is generated with a heavy component of low frequency noise that reproduces, to some extent, the short time evolution observed in the IPC three sensor array. A detail of a virtual oil dose and the evolution of the signals under no dose can be observed in Fig. 15 . Although the variations of the sensor responses after and before the event are comparable with the magnitude of the event itself, the detector should be able to discriminate between those and the real event. Given the data generated using this method, a family of RDPCA ROC curves can be computed in order to adjust best filter design, given by , parameters. Over a signal of 450 h the filter was optimized by exploring 0, 1, 3, 5 and L between 4 and 60 min in steps of 4 min. The optimum filter is found at (5-s dynamic information) and (29 min) . The set of ROC curves is shown in Fig. 16 .
It can be observed that the ROC curves intersect for some cases. It is interesting to note that when adding dynamic information [ (15 s) in Fig. 16 ] the performance of the RDPCA detector at a length of (4 min) is actually better that the detector with (5 s), (29 min) . The optimization found is then different for different zones of the ROC plot. This suggests that the addition of dynamic information captures the evolution of the sensor array dynamics and this helps to find similar performance at lower model lengths.
However, the fact that ROC curves intersect also points out that the final election of the filter to implement should be left to the final user, that should decide in a basis of economical cost impact.
VII. DRIFT EFFECTS
As a reference, results obtained by a single sensor "trigger level" mode (trigger on conductivity) are given when no drift is present in the data. Comparisons of RDPCA and single sensor trigger-based detection are shown in Fig. 17 .
As expected, the RDPCA approach outperforms any detector based on a single sensor level-based detector. However, when drift effects are visible, the latter will likely degrade its performance whereas the former will show an invariant behavior.
In order to test the robustness of the method, a linear drift component was added in the ARX sensor generation signal. The events produced are of low amplitude , that represents a mean value of 37 mg/m of oil dose. The drift component added was deliberately high and its slope was equivalent of six times the sensor variance every 25 h. In this context, the sensor variance is computed among the total variance of the sensor signal, including the effect of the event (oil dose). One realization of the model for 120 h and 25 events is shown in Fig. 19 .
The performance of RDPCA on the signals without drift component is shown in Fig. 19 . The figure shows the original signal a) and the sensor array signal under heavy drift in b). The output of RDPCA over heavy drift signals in d) has lowered slightly its output but still is able to detect clearly the events. In fact, RDPCA captures not only the event produced (a new chemical is in contact with the sensor array) but when this chemical is removed from the head space. This bouncing effect is seen as the second peak just after detecting the oil dose.
Although the algorithm is working outstandingly with new events, there is the possibility of considering oil events signals produced by interfering gases like CO, if they have not been present in the previous history. Further work will address this problem with adding a supervised stage to the detector. 
VIII. DISCUSSION
Variance analysis performed over a time-window of a multivariate gas sensor array response captures the different sources of variance existing in that particular time-window considered. In this case, these sources of variance are attributed to small variations of humidity and temperature. When a new chemical is present in the target atmosphere, the residuals of the first incoming samples will be high as the new component is not captured by the time-window history.
The adaptive nature of RDPCA provides drift robustness as drift is typically a long time constant process in comparison to the typical lengths of the adaptive detector. The residual-based detection provides faster recognition of the event in comparison with EWFA. This residual analysis of an adaptive variance model provides good results at detecting new chemicals in the head space, while rejecting slow drift variations of the sensor array calibration.
However, a number of issues are to be further explored. The modeling of the sensor array is a simple linear model and may not reflect the intrinsic nonlinear behavior of metal-oxide sensors. On the other hand, RDPCA would trigger an alarm when any new chemical appears in the target atmosphere yet it is known that in ROA applications they may appear relatively noticeable concentrations of CO that could trigger the RDPCA alarm. Further methods should be considered for the correct discrimination of the oil aerosols from other compounds present at the air intake of the compressor. These methods should be based on the adaptive nature of RDPCA in order to maintain a reasonable drift rejection effect.
This further discrimination could be done from by a study on the incoming samples on relation to the mean characteristics of the modeled history data. Another approach would be to perform pattern recognition on the loadings at the moment of alarm trigger.
For a real application, the signal processing should be computationally simple. The proposed solution enforces a diagonalization computation for each incoming sample. Although this may be computationally expensive for simple devices like microcontrollers, there exist several algorithms for recursive diagonalization that could be applied like the QR factorization or the Lanczos algorithm [49] , [50] .
IX. SUMMARY
In this paper, the use of an adaptive algorithm for novelty detection is proposed for gas sensor array applications. The method is based on a sliding window-based variance analysis algorithm by name RDPCA. The proposed method is validated and tuned for a specific application for detection of filter damages in industrial compressors. Because of experimental issues that difficult the generation of performance statistics of the method, a simulated environment is created by modeling the behavior of the sensor array under oil dose exposures. The method is compared with other methods like EWFA and static variance analysis.
The adaptive nature of the solution proposed provides robustness against gas sensor drift. Evidence is provided that the method does sustain its performance levels under the presence of linear drift in the sensor array. Sensor drift robustness is effective under the condition that the time constants of the drift effects are smaller than the length of the sliding window . This assumption is held generally for metal-oxides and other kind of sensors, and permits the use of these sensors technologies in cost-effective long term industrial applications under a framework of novelty detection by means of gas sensor arrays. Typical solutions in these scenarios would require a periodic calibration of the signal processing algorithms depending on the change of the sensor array sensitivity. The proposed solution relaxes the requirements in terms recalibration.
Further work will extend the method using a single sensor modulated in temperature. The CMOSSens sensor is capable of applying fast temperature modulation profiles and could substitute the complete sensor array. The implementation cost of the residual oil analyzer could then be reduced by using a single sensor in the measurement while no changes would be required in RDPCA. In 1994, he was a postdoctorate at the University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy, working on intelligent signal processing. Since 1995, he has been an Associate Professor with UB. His experience is centered in microsystem modeling and signal processing-based intelligent instrumentation.
